
Coho Wine Challenge  

 

It is my personal view and opinion that Coho will outperform both the S&P 500 and the Russell 1000 Value 

during the remainder of the year. Below you can find 6 reasons why I have this conviction. 

 

To make it a bit more fun in these "working from home boring Covid 19 days" I want to put a bottle of good 

Coho wine on it :-). Yes, Coho wine really exists and believe me it is a good one! Are you willing to accept 

the challenge? 

 

 

 

To formulate it exactly: In case the Coho ESG US Large cap Equity UCITS fund outperforms both the S&P 

500 and Russell 1000 Value net of fees between the close of 31 March 2021 and the close of 30 November 

2021, you simply lost. If Coho underperforms one or both benchmarks net of fee (USD inst class), I will visit 

you in December to bring you the bottle of Coho wine above so you have a great wine during Christmas. Just 

sent me an e-mail: "Coho Wine Challenge: I am in". In case you agree with me, you are welcome to accept 

the challenge as well. Just e-mail: “Coho Wine Challenge: I am on your side, but in as well”. 

 

Below the 6 reasons that give me comfort that Coho will indeed outperform. 

Reason 1) Execution of holdings in portfolio is strong, returns come from Earnings Growth, not P/E 

multiple expansion. 

Total Return of the S&P 500 and Russell 1000 Value in recent years came predominantly from P/E multiple 

expansion. This is not sustainable long term. The Coho Total Return came from earnings per share growth. 

 

 

 

 

 



Reason 2) P/E discount of the Coho ESG portfolio is the largest it has ever been. 

 

Coho invests in companies with long-term stability and growth in most economic environments. Coho has 

the same investment philosophy, process, type of holdings in portfolio and low turnover for over 20 years 

now (ESG version for 10 year). The P/E has always traded in line with the S&P 500. The difference is now 

almost 6 points (S&P 500 23.3 vs Coho ESG 17.4). Coho even trades cheaper than the Russell 1000 Value, 

which is quite unique. 

Reason 3) US Equities may correct, Coho has an historical down market capture of 65-75%. 

 



I am fully aware one can debate that current valuations are a result of low rates, lag of alternatives, excess 

liquidity, but the S&P 500 six folded from 666 to 3950 in 12 years and P/E multiples of the overall market 

are high. Total United States stock market valuation to GDP as of March 11, 2021 is the highest it has ever 

been for at least 70 years. 

 

Coho Down Market Capture 

The promise of Coho is "We aim to protect principal in down markets and generate competitive returns in up 

markets". They did successfully for over 20 years, both vs the S&P 500 as well as vs the Russell 1000 Value. 

 

 

Reason 4) Coho is low vol. 

The S&P 500 Low Vol index outperformed both S&P 500 and Russell 1000 Value index long term, see 

below. Over the last 2 years the S&P 500 Low Vol index lagged the S&P 500 with 31%, see above. Coho  



has a 20 year Beta of 0.82, lower than that of the S&P 500 Low Vol. Standard deviation is only slightly 

higher, see below. If Low Vol starts to catch up, so will Coho is my prediction. 

 

Reason 5) Coho has an overweight in health care. 

 
Health care has the lowest relative P/E in over 35 years! Lack of clarity around Biden's course and post 

phoned care due to Covid 19 are likely reasons. Earnings growth in the sector is strong and demographics 

are favourable. A normalisation in relative valuation will in my view result in outperformance for Coho. The 

Heath care weight in the S&P 500 is 13.5%, Russell 1000 Value 13.4% and in the Coho ESG portfolio 27.8%. 

 
 

 

 



Reason 6) Value has underperformed Growth 

 

Coho is a Value strategy, more relative value than deep value though. As a result they have not participated 

in the recent cyclical value rally, but in general a comeback of Value vs Growth is expected to be a tail wind 

for the Coho strategy. 

 
Morningstar classification Coho ESG strategy: 

 

The ESG version of the Coho Partners US Equity strategy dates all the way back till 2011. Based on years of 

experience in proprietary ESG research and success stories of engagement, the Coho ESG US Equity UCITS 

fund is now art. 9 under SFDR or "dark green". Read all about Coho and ESG here: 

https://www.cohopartners.com/esg-investing/ 
 

Coho also aims to reduce their own paper use, electricity consumption and give something back to society 

via the Coho cares initiative: https://www.cohopartners.com/about-coho/coho-cares/ 

 

https://www.cohopartners.com/esg-investing/
https://www.cohopartners.com/about-coho/coho-cares/

